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Processing fees vary depending on the payment method originally used to add the money you're
giving. The most common way of adding money to an Impact Account is by credit card, and the fee

set by Charitable Impact's credit card processor is 2.8%—lower than most other charity websites.

Learn more about fees

Securities, cash, and more
We accept a wide range of assets for donation:

Cash Publicly traded securities Private company preferred shares

Real estate Life insurance

Fees: publicly traded securities and private company shares
Charitable Impact offers the lowest cost of any advisory-managed donor-advised fund in Canada. Fees do not impact
the tax receipt, which is determined by the fair market value of the assets at the time of donation.

Donate & Invest: account balance Fee

First $1,000,000 0.50%

Above first $1,000,000 0.25%

Important notes about these fees
For Donate & Invest, the service fee is calculated annually on the Charitable Investment Account balance and does not include
investment management fees charged by your financial advisor
Minimum fees apply, please contact us to learn more
Our fees are not inclusive of the transactional and/or asset under management fees charged by the advisor or investment manager
that we work with
For information about fees for other asset types, please contact us

Charitable investment and non-cash assets
With Charitable Impact, you can choose to Donate & Invest, Donate & Give, or a

combination of both. In each case, you can take advantage of immediate tax benefits
while enjoying more time and space to plan your impact.

Donate & Invest
Donate and invest a wide range of
assets, potentially growing the value
over time while you decide which
charities to support.

Donate & Give
Donate non-cash assets and liquidate
them now to fund your Impact
Account, from which you can give to
the charities of your choice whenever
you like.
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